
A theological rumination on 
the 1966 	(video/90) 	film 

41_.• Nur, 	NW (-) (previously long-running play 
& musical) "King of Hearts" 

1 	STORY-LINE: First sight, "October 1918."  The Armistice (11.11.18) is only 
a few weeks away, but a German unit has wired a small French town for blow-up. 
The town barber, who is a French spy (no better place than a barber shop for 
news-leaks), phones out that the town will be dynamited when "the knight strikes 
at midnight." While we ken the message (that "the knight" comes out below the 
town clock to strike the bell with his mace), the British army unit (Scots--in kilts, 
yet) can make no sense of the code--so the general sends three men into the village 
to defuse, the leader because he's French-speaking (an ornithologist, carrying a 
cage of carrier-pigeons) ; the general claims the victim's a demolition "expert," & 
(unlistening to the victim's protests) forces him to "volunteer." 

The victim (deadpan comedian Alan Bates) becomes a hero when (1) he 
learns, from an inadvertent remark of a town girl, the meaning of "the knight 
strikes at midnight," & (2) inserts his body between the knight & the mace, which 
then at midnight strikes him, saving the village from destruction. 

To celebrate their deliverance, the town shoots off so many fireworks that 
the Germans think the town's blown up, so return--&, in the town square, 
encounter the British unit; whereupon the opposing units kill each other to a man. 
The war being over (for this town), the townsfolk return, & the "insane asylum" 
inmates (who for the interim have been running, & running all over, the town) 
return to the asylum. 

Where does all this leave our hero? My guess was that he'd return to the 
brothel; but he strips naked & approaches the asylum gate, where he's met by 
two nuns. (He's disarmed himself & disrobed; we see hirr totally-naked rear view. ) 

2 	Serendipitous simultaneity: At family dinner before going to the film-group 
(which for two hours last night discussed "King of Hearts"), I shared a 2.11.18  
letter (stationery, "Faculty University of Wisconsin") from a cousin of my paternal 
grandmother to my parents, congratulating them on my birth seven days earlier. I 
was born runty, & J. Lorenzo Zwickey is commiserating that I will "grow larger 
if he does well." On a commuter train many years ago, its inventor proudly gave 
me a sliderule that can tell the day of the week of any date since Jesus: I'd like 
to know whether the letter was written on a "heatless Monday," it being illegal for 
civilians to burn coal on Mondays (so I was born 2.4.18 in a heatless hospital) ...so 
I don't need the sliderule: the letter was written the next Monday! And the prof. 
complains about the "bad shortage of fuel. Had to close up most of the 
house.... Am awaiting anxiously to hear of a dismal failure of Germany and a closing 
of the war" & (implicitly) a return to heating the whole house.... Why trouble you 
with this personal tidbit? Because it gives tactility, concreteness, to my story as 
does the first image on this movie's screen, viz. "October 1918. ) ....And how come 
I had that 1918 letter at table last night? I'm in the process of shovelling out my 
study. 

3 	A spoof  on conventional behavior (as is much of Mark Twain's humor), includ- 
ing war (which is sadly, in its own dis /orderly way, conventional), "Hearts" leaves 
nothing untouched by its ripostes--bedroom, politics, church, business, leisure. 
The antiworld of the asylum (Gk. for "in-violable," so sanctuary/shelter/refuge) 
wanders into the town square & clowns  in the clothing (official & common) of the 
absent townsfolk, the clowning mode being the chief means of social commentary/cri-
ticism. The two alternatives world inhabits, momentarily, the same space though 
not at the same time. At the end, Alan Bates--the only character at home in both 
worlds--is described as "the only true man." 

4 	"Hearts" tempts me to trope Murphy's Law : If anything can be misunderstood, 
it will be. So pervasive is communication-failure that the film could accurately be 
called a comedy of multiple misunderstandings. 	Even the carrier-pigeons are no 

help: message misread. 	But me antiwar theme can't be misread: a soldier, in 
disgust, says "War is ridiculous. We are the loonies." 
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5 	This comedy depends, for its vitality, on a rich play of polarities: fe/male, 
in/sane, 	war/peace, 	friend/enemy, 	work/leisure, 	order/chaos 	(intensified as 
tyranny/anarchy), politics/circus (in the town square, caged circus-animals), con- 
ventional/radical ("Take off your [sociorole-identifying] clothes and it's over"), 

(.0 upper/lower classes (especially in the military, where the little guys aren't listened 
to & are scapegoats), love/indifference, love/hate. Mainly, polarities are resolved 
more by accomodation than by compromise: the town girl, in walking a tightrope 
across the town square, embodies balance. With a light touch, the story reminds 
of the Christian phrase of balance, viz. "in but not of the world." 

Men are space-makers, women are nest-makers in the spaces men (with their 
superior musculature) make. So you'd expect that our hero, having restored the 
town's space, would take up with the town girl who's innocent wisdom had freed 
him to make (restore) the town's space--but he walks away from her. A shadow 
side of the play/film is that sex plays no constructive role; free love is 
uncriticized; & it's predicted that finally there'll be nobody left but "gentlemen 
and whores." If sex isn't treated with respect, neither will human beings be, & 
society will not be (in the good sense) respectable. 

One of the participants last night passed out a Getrud Mueller Nelsonpiece 
titled "The Balancing Act"--including her painting of a man no-hands-riding a bike 
with a no-hands-on woman on his shoulders, while in the background a clown waits 
to divert the audience should the two tumble. "She is his feminine side--his queen 
of hearts. ...She is the one who makes poets and lovers of men. For a moment, 
everything is perfectly poised fully focused...in harmony with one another." 
When we balance, it gives others "the courage to balance their own lives....no trick. 
It is a sacred discipline." 

6 	In both the Nelson piece & the film, "hearts" denotes a card suite but 
connotes intuitive perception & emotional sensitivity (though in Hebrew, "ley" points 
to the whole inner life, conscious & unconscious). Our hero gets the title "king 
of hearts" when, hiding from the authorities, he slips into the asylum and sits 
among inmates who are building (literally) a house of cards, which soon collapses 
(as the film collapses, to the strange delight of the audience). The fact that both 
our hero & the film bear the same title leaves the viewer in no doubt that the story 
wants us to center our attention & concern on the Alan Bates character. And the 
Duchess innocently informs us that "Poetry is everything." Another participant 
said the film reminded him of Blake's "The Meaning of Heaven and Hell." 

7 	The film says life's a stage & a circus, & war doesn't belong. A girl throws 
a flower to about-to-die soldiers: "Where have all the flowers gone 7  	When will 
we ever learn?" When are we going to wise up to the waste of war? 

8 	Deliberate irony provides distance, as did the raft for Huck Finn & Nigger 
Jim. We're made for relating with one another (& with other creatures) & with God 
--so we're in danger of letting irony distance us too far (as old Twain, from the 
world & from God). Too far is irony rotted into cynicism. Irony, the practice 
of ironic distance, can even be a factor in the mind "split" off from outward reality 
(Gk., "schizo"phrenia; compare "I'm going to split," slang for "leave"; & "split 
up" usu. means a cloven relationship). Irony also can help us distance ourselves 
from traps we/others have fallen into (as, e.g., works on "the irony of American 
history"). Then there's the irony that permits us to get inwardly far away from 
"the job" enough so we see the need to "get away," & we do so (the pendulum of 
work/leisure). In all humor there's an ironic, distancing element: we never 
outgrow ourneed for seeing & cultivating the funny side of life (which "Hearts" 
does in spades, as a comedy). And again, the irony that imaginatively sees the 
gap between what is & what can/should be leads on to reformation: the Lord's Pray-
er helps us live in this gap/tension. Ironic laughter is born of the shock of expect-
ation-reversal (getting the opposite of, or something radically different from, what 
we expected). Too, ironic distancing can act as a brake on runaway emotions/corn-
mitments/obsessions/fanaticisms/self-righteousness. It's hard to know when an 
habitual ironist is serious: s/he likes to say the opposite of what is meant. *  But 
ironic detachment gives us the distance necessary for reexamining/revising our en-
gagement & for correcting drifts away from reality & from love. 
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